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WinUHA is a highly intuitive graphical user interface for UHarc, a compression archive format
originally designed for DOS. Despite its acronym, it does not create just UHA archives, but also SFX
(SFX meaning "self-extracting"), an archive type requiring no user intervention to extract the stored

files. Encoding Details: UHarc is a format designed for the compression of multimedia files, as it
efficiently compresses data by combining a chain of algorithms, including Deflate, LZ, Slices, RoQ,

and PPMd and is therefore faster at compressing files than the widely known 7-zip compression
format. Therefore, WinUHA, which is based on UHarc, allows you to compress whatever type of

multimedia files by way of WinUHA's intuitive interface, which makes archiving very easy to use. This
method also allows you to compress files to a certain location or network drive. Key WinUHA

Features: • Intuitive interface • Compression of files in zip, tar, gzip, bzip, tgz, tbz, tbz2, lzma, rar,
and 7z format • Compression with a wide range of settings • No need to install any extra libraries •

Support SFX archive, including auto-extract • Ability to integrate with the Windows Explorer •
Supports password protection • Ability to password-protect the WinUHA context menu • Support for

both drag and drop and contextual context menu • Ability to exclude paths and file names from
archiving • Ability to exclude folders from archiving • Support for multiple archiving into Zip, Rar,
Tar, 7-zip, Bzip2, Bzip2 on Large, Gzip, Bzip2, Gzip, Gzip on Large, Bzip, 7-zip, tar, tar on Large,

Lzma, Zip, Lzma, Zip, Gzip, Lzma, Tar, and Lzma on Large, Bzip, Tar, Gzip, Lzma, gzip on Large, Zip,
Gzip, Gzip on Large, zip, Tar, and Gzip on Large • Support for SPA, AVI, BMP, GIF, JPG, JPEG, Mpeg,
NSV, Png, PCD, TGA, Teapot, and TIFF, as well as other formats • Ability to add password and to
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Help for the task of sending several files at the same time to the web or to your friends.
Implemented technology: Various algorithms for the data compression process. Fast performance:

Fast algorithms for decompression. Reasonable prices: Prices are reasonable, it should be noted that
you do not find a more powerful compression tool for a reasonable price, WinUHA Download With Full

Crack Comparison: WinUHA is free of charge, as well as a lot of similar products (although it is not
the most powerful compression program available on the market), although it is not cheap either.

Thank you for your contribution. Your post is much appreciated, but there's a few little things that I
still would like to clear up before the rating. I must say that WinUHA is definitely not a self-hosted

website. It is a product from the company XX-DA.com. The sister company Xextendbytes does host
self-hosted software, including WinUHA. I would recommend using WinUHA to compress files rather

than creating self-hosted software, which is more expensive and not as easy to use. The two
products which I would say WinUHA is more powerful is WinRAR and 7-zip. WinRAR has a lot of
additional features over WinUHA such as compression, archives encryption, alphabetic sort and
many others. 7-zip is even more powerful than WinRAR, including compression, encryption and
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compression (7-zip has 2 algorithms). As far as price is concerned, WinUHA is the cheapest product
out there. In most cases, you can compress bigger files if you're running WinUHA in "Large" mode,
with the limitations that 2 GB limit on the size and 2 GB size limit on larger files and I believe that it
can compress larger files, but it would take a long time for it to complete and the compression ratio

will be lower. As such, I would recommend not using WinUHA in this mode. WinUHA, 7-Zip and
WinRAR are all good products, and I can't tell you which one is better than the others. I use WinUHA

mostly, mostly because it does the job well enough for me, and I have very little need for
compression, as I'm more or less a beginner, although I have heard that WinUHA is the easiest to

use. When I have extra b7e8fdf5c8
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WinUHA

If you want to send several files to your friends or you want to upload some documents onto the
web, it is best to compress them to make sure they occupy as little space as possible – this way, the
transfer process or the uploading take considerably less time. Such a tool that can compress your
items is WinUHA, especially created for multimedia files. A GUI for its powerful ancestor WinUHA is
basically a graphical user interface for UHarc, a compression archive format originally created for
DOS which featured good results. Unfortunately, it does not support very large files (>2 Gb) so it
should only be used on smaller files. Intuitive interface makes it easy to use WinUHA’s main window
is well organized, being divided into two large panels: one for exploring the folders, and the second
one for browsing through the contents of each directory, so as to select the files that need to be
archived. Keep archived files protected with a password Despite its name, the software does not
create only UHA archives, but also SFX ones, the type that you only need to double click to extract
the contents. Regardless of the type of archive you choose to generate, you can protect it with a
password of your choice to prevent unauthorized extraction. Cleverly integrates in the context menu
When opening an UHA archive, this application not only allows you to extract its stored files, but it
also displays details about the compression ratio and type, as well as the packed and the total sizes.
In addition, in order to speed up the process of archive creation, WinUHA also integrates within the
Windows Explorer's context menu, so you only need to right click one or several files and easily
create an archive. If you want to remove this entry from the context menu, you need to access the
Options window and uncheck the corresponding box. As a conclusion To sum up, WinUHA can still
prove to be a useful compression tool despite being based on an old archive format, as long as you
do not use it on very large files. Its available features and intuitive interface let anyone quickly
accommodate and still manages to provide aid in compression. ]]> 2 – The Next Generation of Audio
Compression Software

What's New in the WinUHA?

WinUHA doesn't come with any installation disk, however, please refer to its page for a full version
download. Click on the Free link below to find out more about WinUHA and you will also find a
download link. WinUHA free version, 10.0.4.1 WinUHA Overview: Windows Based UHA Compressor
WinUHA is a Windows based UHA Compressor. WinUHA can be ran as a standalone as well as inbuilt
in WINDOWS Explorer on Windows 2000/ XP/ 7/ 8/ 8.1/10. WinUHA Features: Multiple Compression
Levels WinUHA supports multiple compression levels, from Full Compression(level 10) to 1/5
Compression(level 1) to 1/10 Compression(level 1/2), 1/20 Compression(level 1/4), to 1/100
Compression(level 1/8) and down to level 0. Level 0 specifies a compression rate of 100% and is the
highest compression level supported. (default level). WinUHA is lossless compression software which
can achieve high compression ratio for small file(s). Built-in interface for quick accessing of files.
Auto-Extracts from user-specified location by using following most common file format: UHA(.dat),
SFX, JAR(.zip), ZIP(.zip), ARJ(.arj), RAR(.rar), ISO, BIN and CAB(.cab) Export some the files in
uncompressed format(full size) by using following compressed format file format: UHA(.dat) WinUHA
Features: Automatic Zip Extractor WinUHA allows you to save the content of an opened folder as zip
files which can be easily decompressed by WinUHA when needed, without having to unzip the
archive manually. The zip file contains all the files in the folder except for the hidden folders. Option
to take ownership of the opened folder will be given to the user for saving the compressed files in
the folder on his/her system. Built-in Windows Explorer integration of WinUHA WinUHA offers the
built-in option in Windows Explorer to perform the archive creation. WinUHA supports multiple
archives type, and the user can select the one to be produced by right click on any
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System Requirements For WinUHA:

Minimum: OS: OSX 10.9.0 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz Memory: 2GB RAM Recommended:
Processor: Intel Core i5 or Intel i7 Memory: 4GB RAM (2GB for the minimum, 4GB for the
recommended) Terms of Use: Credits: Autobahn is free and open source, share
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